The stellar energy-loss rates due to the production of neutrino pairs are calculated in Weinberg's theory of electromagnetic and weak interactions. The ratio of the total rate +p g3 calculated here to the rate calculated in the ordinary theory of weak interactions is 10 where the uncertainty comes entirely from the lack of knowledge of the 5'-meson mass.
I. INTRODUCTION plasma neutrino: plasma-v + P,
pair neutrino:
e'+e -v+ P,
photoneutrino:
y+e-e+v+ P,
Weinberg has proposed a theory of leptons ' which includes both the weak and electromagnetic interactions and is probably renormalizable. "U' nfortunately, laboratory observations of differences between this theory and the usual four-point weak interaction will be difficult since ordinary P decay is the same in both theories. Processes which produce neutrino pairs are an extremely important energy-loss mechanism for stars in certain density and temperature ranges. "
These processes have been calculated in detail in the point interaction by various authors. ' " In particular, Beaudet, Petrosian, and Salpeter" (BPS) have discussed the combined effect of several processes.
In this paper we calculate, in Weinberg's theory, the energy-loss rates for the three important ways of producing neutrino pairs, and compare the results with the results obtained in the point interaction. In addition, energy-loss rates are given for two less-important processes that happen to be particularly easy to calculate: y+ p-p+v+ P, y+y~v+ v .
(2a)
The reaction (2a) has been calculated in the ordinary weak-interaction theory by adding a neutral current, " and the reaction (2b) has been calcu- For the processes of (1) and (2) e(,r+-, A -=g.r r'(1 -y, )$, W'-y, r"-, '(1 -r, )y,W" """(, y (a+by, )(, z"--, '(g'+g")' '11/ r z(1 y )g z~(g +g ) p y~(1 r )( z". A. Pair Annihilation we have"
The lowest-order diagrams for the process e'+e -v, + P, are given in Fig. 1 . The R'-exchange graph contributes a matrix element
while the g-exchange graph gives kT'
where m is the electron mass, and define the func-
Squaring M, summing and averaging over the spins, and integrating over the final momenta by
The rate of energy loss (19) can now be written in terms of the integrals (21):
We should note that, from (3) and (4) Fig. 1(b) . Thus the matrix element for the production of muon neutrinos is given by (15b) alone.
We can easily see that this has the effect of replacing Cv and C~i n the rates for e'+e -v, + v,
by Cv-1 and -C", respectively. Since the rate of energy loss obviously depends on both processes, the ratio of the total energy-loss rate as calculated here to the old total energy-loss rate is 
where the momenta are defined in Fig. 2 and e~i s 16m, These two contributions can be combined by a Fierz transformation to read
where we have used (9) and, to include plasma effects, have set k' = &u0'. The next steps are obvious, although long and tedious, and we will not give the details. In order to compare easily with the point-interaction theory we shall follow BPS closely. We square (36), sum and average over the electron and neutrino spins, and integrate over the neutrino momenta, again using (17). Finally we must sum over the polarization of the photon. We can choose e['= (0, e) so that in the rest frame of the initial electron (e. p) =0, Z(e P')'=Ip'I'-(37 Making a Lorentz transformation to the laboratory frame whose velocity is P/Z relative to the electron' s rest frame, we have g(e p)'=p(e p)(e P') =0,
The final result for the matrix element is (38) dg'dg' I =, "(21')'6'(p -q -q')g g IMI'
2G 2e2 (40) There is a corresponding rate for positrons.
In general these integrals must be done numerically. A 
with e(~, k) -=1 -~~' /~', (45) implies that the photon behaves as if it had a rest mass equal to the plasma frequency [as defined by (45) Fig. 3(b) , then because of Fig. 3(c) we are just calculating Fig. 3(a) with a modified coupling constant. Since the transition rate due to the axial-vector current is much smaller than the rate due to the vector current, the modification is simply to multiply the usual rate by C~'+ (C~-I)'. This is the sum of the rates for the two kinds of neutrinos.
For the usual rate we will use the expressions in BPS. The energy-loss rate for transverse photons is eG'
We will discuss (43) The lowest-order diagrams for two free photons to produce neutrinos, y+y-v +v, are given in Fig. 4 Fig. 2 . Therefore the matrix element is the same as (36) with the electron mass replaced by the proton mass and C~a nd C"replaced by C~-1 and -C". The protons are always nonrelativistic and we can read off the rate from (4&).
The ratio of the total proton rate (including both types of neutrinos) to the total electron rate [as given by (43) 
